Q Senate 03/18/16

Attendance:

OUTspoken – Ryah(Xe), Val Pizzo(He),
ritGA – Andrew
Spectrum – Cooper
Tangent- Luna
Tigress – Claire S.
Labrys – Claire P.
A Space – CJ
Q Center – Adrian, Henry

I. Announcements
   1. Club Updates
      1. OUTspoken
         a. Paul Resigned, planning to fill the position with Ryah
            i. Vote: unanimous
         b. Easter Egg Hunt- moved to week of April 11th
      2. RitGa
         1. Elections April 6th
            a. Drag show April 8th
      3. Labrys
         1. Emailed OUTspoken about egg basket additions
      4. Tangent
         1. Constitution sent out
         2. Painting the rock for TDOV
      5. A Space
         1. Nothing
      6. Tigress